ISM03 for IRIO

ISM03 Infrared Submodule

ISM03 Infrared Submodule for IRIO allows learned Infrared signals to be transmitted to any of the 4
outputs in the submodule. The 4 Inputs on the submodule can be connected to external CSM03-CT
current sensors to detect the current to the controlled device.
2 functions are available for selection for each of the 4 Outputs on the submodule; IR Signal, and IR
with Feedback
IR Signal: The Output can be used to send learned Infrared signals via an Infrared Transmitter (not
included). One of the Inputs can optionally be connected to the CSM03-CT Current Sensor to
provide feedback for the remote controlled device.
IR with Feedback: The Output can be used to send learned Infrared signals via an Infrared
Transmitter. The corresponding Input is dedicated to the external CSM03 Current Sensor to provide
feedback for the remote controlled device so that the control and feedback can be mapped to Flags

IR Transmitters
One of the following IR transmitters can be used with ISM03 (ordered seperately);
1. IR01W IR transmitter with series resistor – for short range 1 meter transmission
2. IR01L IR transmitter without series resistor – for long range up to 1 meters
3. IR03W IR transmitter with stick-on emitter and visible LED indicator LED.

Connections
OP1/+12V/OP2
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Output 1,2 connections. Centre is +12V
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OP3/+12V/OP3
Output 3,4 connections. Centre is +12V
The Outputs are open-collector outputs, ie transistor outputs which pull down to ground when turned
on.
IR Transmitters IR01W, IR03W or IRM01 can be connected to any of the Outputs in order to send
the IR signals to the receiver.
INP1/COM/INP2
Input 1,2 Connections. Centre common ground
INP3/COM/INP4
Input 3,4 Connections. Centre common ground
Inputs can be connected to CSM03-CT current sensors for detecting current flow (if required). The
Live wire of the appliance or airconditioner goes through the centre hole of the CSM03-CT current
sensor . The CSM03 wires are connected to the input terminals. Polarity of CSM03 wires is not
important.
Note: Use separate CAT5 cables for each IR transmitter, especcially when controlling the same
model of appliance. It is possible for te IR signals to be induced in neighbouring wires,

LEDs
D01 to DO4 are connected to the Outputs so they will blink whenever an IR signal is sent through
the corresponding output 1 to4. However this does not guarantee that the correct IR signal is sent to
the output

Specifications
Outputs:
Current Limit
Inputs:

Open Collector Darlington Transistor drivers limited to 500 mA Max each
Resettable Fuse 0.6 Amps at 12V supply to Outputs (combined)
Input voltage 0 to 3 V limited by Varistor 30V

Comfigurator Programming
Referes to Comfigurator 3.11.10 or above. Refer to the IRIO manual for instructions on setting the
IRIO ID and meaning of the LEDs.
If the IR Submodule is installed in the IRIO, Read from IRIO will detect the Submodule in position 1
or 2. Select the Submodule 1 or 2 which has the IR Submodule plugged in.
There are 4 outputs and 4 inputs in the IR submodule.
Select one of the Outputs on the left as shown above. For the selected output, in Function, select IR
Signal or IR with Feedback. The default is Unassigned.
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IR Signal with Feedback Function

For the IR with Feedback function, Flags are mapped to the function (instead of counters). The
corresponding inputs is fixed as Current sensor, ie a CSM03-CT current sensor must be connected to
the Input to provide feedback status. For this function, only 2 signals can be selected, the ON signal
and Off signal. It is easy to control the infrared device using this function; Just Set the flag to turn on
the device and Clear the flag to turn off the device – It is not necessary to check the status of the
ISM03(IR)
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Flag. It is also easy to link the device to other systems like KNX and Cbus by mapping a group
address to one of the control flags – There is no need to use a Counter and activate a Counter
Response.
Control/Feedback Flag Name
Select the Flag that is used to Control the Infrared device as well as provide the On/Off Feedback.
Setting the Flag causes the IR ON Code to be sent from the IR set.
In this example, setting Flag 19 turns on the device by sending the ON IR signal to the device, and
clearing Flag 19 turns off the device. Flag 19 has the correct feedback status of the device.
Control Flag 1 Name, Control Flag 2 Name, Control Flag 3 Name
Up to 3 flags can be optionally assigned to control the IR device. This can be used by different
scenes. Eg Flag 4 can be used by a scene to control several devices besides this IRIO. In this example
setting and clearing Flag 4 (Control Flag 1 Name) turns on and off the device. However the 3 control
Flags do not give the feedback status
Sensor Name
A sensor can be mapped to the measured current. The measured Current is converted to a value from
0 to 255 and saved in the Sensor Register. This can be used for testing purposes or monitoring the
current used by the appliance so as to be able to set the threshold value.
In this example sensor 6 gives the value of the sensor 0 to 255. For example when the device is off,
the sensor value may be 10 (residual current) and when the device is on the sensor value may be 200.
This gives information about the range of current detected, and shows what value of Threshold can
be set.
IR Set Number
Select IR Set Number 1 to 4 for this Output. This means that all the IR signals which can be sent
from the selected output will be from this set. Only 2 signals can be assigned to the ON and OFF
signals as determined by the On Signal IR Number and Off Signal IR number
Current Sensing Threshold
This is the Thresold for the current sensor reading that determines whether the Infrared device is On
or Off. Default is 16. sensor values below 16 are considered off and values greater than or equal to
16 are On
Sensor Reporting Offset
This value determines the change in sensor value before the change is saved to the sensor, to prevent
excessive reporting to Comfort.
Off Signal IR Number
The IR Number from the selected set that turns off the device. Default is IR signal 0.
On Signal IR Number
The IR Number from the selected set that turns on the device. Default is IR Singal 1.
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IR Signal Function

Register Type
Select Flag or Counter to map to the IR signal. Up to 3 control registers can be selected for mapping.
There is no built in feedback. However the corresponding Input can be selected as Current sensor to
provide feedback via current sensor.
Counter
The counter value corresponds to the IR code number 0 to 63 for the IR set selected. Setting the
value of the counter will cause the signal for the corresponding IR number to be sent from the IR
output.
For example, IR Set a has IR Number 0 = off signal, IR Number 1 = on 18 Deg High Fan, IR
Number 2 = 20 Deg High Fan, IR Number 3 = 22 deg High Fan etc. for an IR Set used for an airconditioner.
Hence setting a counter value means the IR signal number is activated for the IRIO output mapped to
the counter using the selected IR signal set.
In the above example, the output is mapped to Counter 4 so setting Counter 4 = 0 means the Off
signal for the air-conditioning system is sent to the output, and setting Counter 4 = 1 means the On
signal 18 deg High Fan signal is sent to the output, Counter 4 = 2 means 20 degrees High Fan signal
is sent to the output.
Flag
If Flag is selected
IR Set Number
Select IR Set Number 1 to 4 for this Output. This means that all the IR signals which can be sent
from the selected output will be from this set.

Input for IR Signal Function
There are 4 Inputs on the IR Submodule. These are meant for connection to Current sensors
(CSM03-CT) to monitor the state of the appliance which is being controlled by the IR signals. When
the IR Signal Function is selected, the corresponding Input can be selected as Current Sensor or left
as Unassigned. If the IR with Feedback function is selected, the Input is fixed as Current sensor and
the properties of the Input are not available
ISM03(IR)
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For Input when IR Signal Function is selected for the corresponding Output'
Select the Input number 1 to 4.
The available function is Current Sensor or Unassigned.
The Register Type can be assigned to Sensor or Flag.

Sensor
A sensor can be mapped to the measured current. The measured Current is converted to a value from
0 to 255 and saved in the Sensor Register. This can be used for testing purposes or monitoring the
current used by the appliance so as to be able to set the threshold value.
Hysteresis - This is used in conjunction with the Sensor mapping. The hysteresis value determines
the change in sensor value before the change is saved to the sensor, to prevent excessive reporting to
Comfort
Flag
Map to a Flag for Status of the appliance monitored by Currrent Sensor. The flag cannot be the same
as any other function’s feedback flag.

Threshold - This is the current sensing threshold from 0 to 255 to detect whether the monitored
appliance is on or off. When the current exceeds the threshold, the mapped Flag will be set, and
when the current is below the threshold, the mapped flag will be cleared. The ability to set threshold
ensures that any type of appliance can be detected by the current sensor when the appliance is turned
on.
If CSM03-CT current sensor is connected to Input 1 and mapped to Flag 1, the IR signals can be sent
based on the state of the Flag
ISM03(IR)
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eg
Aircon Off:
If Flag Flag01 > 0 Then
Set Counter001 = 0
End If
Turn on Aircon On at 16 deg if the current state is off:
If Flag Flag01 = 0 Then
Set Counter001 = 1
End If

IR Transmit Codes
Up to 4 sets of Infrared signals of 64 codes each can be stored in the IRIO for transmission to any
output. The 4 sets of IR signals are shared among all the IR outputs on the same IRIO. Select the IR
Transmit Codes Tab. 4 Sets of IR codes can be selected as shown below.

For each IR signal in a set, select a Device from the Drop-down list
Next select an Operation for the device

ISM03(IR)
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Learning IR Codes
If the IR code is not in the library supplied with Comfigurator, the UCM/USB or UCM/ETH03 with
built-in Infrared Learner can be used to learn the Infrared signal from a handheld remote
control.Please refer to the UCM Manual (download from http://www.cytech.biz/ucm_manual.html )
for instructions.
Document History
1 January 2016 Initial release
6 July 2016 – Revised
4 Nov 2016 – Hysteresis renamed Sensor ReportingOffset IRIO 7.00, Comfigurator 3.11.8
4 January 2017 – updated photo of ISM03, added description of LEDs
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